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PART C: Re~di ng Comp rehension 

Directions: Read theJallowillg /'wo passages alld al/SK'er tlte qllestions /6-10 by choosing lite best 
choice (1), (2), (3), or (4). Then murk tfle correct choice 011 yOllr ullswer sheeL 

If two c:o;pressions El and E2 are linked by the symbol of equality, an equation EI '= E2 arises. Hear E I 

is called the left-hand side, and E, the right-hand side, of the equation. The domain of definition of an 

equation is Ihe interse<:tion of the domains of definition of all the expressions with variables occurring in it 
An equ:ltion whose expressions do 1101 contain variables is a proposition in the sense of mathematical 

logic, which can be true or false; for eXJrnple, 3 + 2 • 5 and 3x (5 + 2) = 20 + I are true propositions, while 
2 + 3x 4 = J 5 is a false proposition. But if the expressions contain v.lJ'i:lbles, then the etju:ltion is a predic:lte, 

for e.~:lmp1e, the equ3Iions 3x '" -12,4a + 3b '" 1 or x 2 '" (6x ~24) . Only after numbers from the dom:lin of , 
definition of the equation are substituted for the vari:lbles, the predicate becomes a proposition, which may 
be true or fa lse. 

Every number from the domain of definition of an equation with a single variable which after substitution 
for the variable makes the equation into a true proposition is called a solution of the equation. and one also 
says that Ihe number solves or satisfies Ihe etjuation. If an equation contains two, three, ... , or n variables. 
then a solution is an ordered pair, triple, .. " or n-tuple of numbers wilh the following property: if thc 
variables are replaced with due regard to the order by the elements of the ordered pair. triple, ...• Of n-tuple 
\hen the equation goes over intO:l true proposition of equality. 

16- Th e predic:lIe will _ , after the numbers :Ire substi tuted for the va riables, 
I) be nullified 2) tum into an equ3tion 
3) not be a proposition any more 4) have the value true or false 

17. An equation is one that always contains ------. 
I) a symbol with twO sides for propositions 
2) at least two sidcs linked by a symbol 
3) at le:lst two expressions along with a symbol 
4) two expressions appearing in the two sides of a symbol 

18- PropoSition means an equation having ---, 
I) numbers and v:lri3bles, the values of which C:ln be dctennined 
2) no variable :11 all 
3) a logic and a reasonable value 
4) variables only 

19- If an eq uation contains a number or va riables, thcn a solution fo r th e cquation ---_ •• -, 
1) turns the etjU3tion into a true proposition 
2) is obtained by substitution for :lny one of the variables 
3) is obtained by substitution for all the variables 
4) turns thc equation into a predicate 

20· A proposition ---
!) is a predicate having no vari3ble 2) has always a lrue value 
3) h3S always a false value 4) is proposed for the stations of an equation 



Reld the followi ng and answe r quest ions 2l-25: 

Khawarizmi was a mathemmician, astronomer and geographer. He was perhaps one of the greatest 
mathematicians who ever lived, as, in fact he was the founder of several branches and basic concepts of 
mathematics. He influenced mathematical thought to a greater extent than any other mediaeval \witer. His 
work on algebra was outstanding, as he not only initiated the subject in a system:lIic fonn but he also 
developed it to the extent of giving analytical solutions of linear and quadratic equations, which established 
him as the founder of Algebra. The very name Algebra has been derived from his famous book AI-Jabr wa
al-AJlIqabiloh. His arithmetic synthesized Greek and Hindu knowledge also contained his OV.T1 contribution 
of fundamental import:lnce to mathematics and science. Thus, he cxplained the use of zero, a numeral of 
fundamental imponance developed by the Arabs. Similarly, he developed the decimal system so thlt the 
overall system of numerals, 'algorithm' or 'algorizm' is named after him. 

In addition to introducing the Indian system of numerals (now generally knO'MI as Arabic numerals), he 
developed at length several arithmetical procedures, including operations on fractions. It was through his 
work that the system of numerals was first introduced to Arabs and later to Europe, through its translations in 
European languages. He developed in detail trigonometric tables containing the sine functions, which were 
probably extrapolated [0 tangent functions by Maslarna. He also perfected the geometric representation of 
conic sections and developed the calculus of two errors, which practically led him to the concept of 
differentiation. Hc is also reported to have collaborated in the degree measurements ordered by Mamun al
Rashid which were aimed at measuring the volume and circumference of the tan h. 

The innuence of Khawarizmi on the grov.1h of science, in general, and mathematics, astronomy and 
geography in particular, is well established in history. Several of his books were readily translated into a 
number of other languages, and, in fact, constituted lhe university text-books till the 16'" cenrury. His 
approach was systematic and logical, and not only did he bring together the then prevailing knowledge on 
various branches of science, particularl y mathematics, but also enriched it through his original contribution. 

'1 Kh 
. . _ _ awar17.ffi l ----------. 

1) explained that the number zero can be used to describe algorithms 
2) proved that the number 7,.ero has a fundamental import:lnce 
3) invented the number zero 
4) described the role of zero and its usage in mathematics 

22- The dcrivation --------- due to Khawarizmi. 
I) orthe tenn algorithm but not algebra is 2) orthe tenn algebra but not algorithm is 
3) of the terms algebra and algorithm arc both 4) of neither the term algebra nor the term algorithm is 

23- In history, Khawarizmi is known to have ------ -. 
I) established general science 
2) contributed to the growth of science, mathematics, astronomy and geography 
3) established mathematics, astronomy and geography 
4) innuenced the growth of general knowledge 

24- Differentiation is a concept which was practically discovered by -----------. 
1) Hindus 2) Arabs 3) Khawarizmi 4) Europeans 

25- Khawarizmi is known --------. 
I) mostly for his pioneer work on knowledge development, in general 
2) mostlv for his development of numerals and trigonometry 
3) for hi; systematic and logical approach to various fields of science, and his contribution for their 

enrichment 
4) for his criticism of mediaeval scholars 



f ~' 0 " __________________________ ~I~'~r.~'~.r~)~"~:.:.:~~;~u~'~j 
Read the ro llowing and answer queslion~ 26-30: ' 

Applications of Data Networks 

With the prolibation of compules referred 10 above, it is not difficult 10 imagine a growing need for data 
communication. A brief description of several applications requi ring communication will help in 
understanding the basic problems that arise with data networks. 

First, there arc man~ applications cemered on remote accessing of centr:tI storage facilities and of data 
bases. One common example is that of a local area network ill which a number of workstations without disk 
storage use one or more common file servers to access files. Other examples are the information services and 
financial services available to personal computer users. More sophisticated examples, requiring many 
in teractions between the remote site and the data base and its associated programs, include remote 
computerized medical diagnoses and remote computer-aided education. In some of these examples, there is a 
cost trade-off between mainuining the d:lta base wherever it might be required (lnd the communication cost 
of remotely acce£sing it as required. In other examples, in which the data base is rapidly changing, there is no 
alternative to communication between the remOte sites and the eenlml data base. 

Next, there are many applications involving the remote updating of data bases, perhaps in addition to 
acccssing the data. Airline reservation systems, automatic teller machines. inventory cOnlrol systems, 
automated order entry systems, and word processing with a set of geographically distributed authors provide 
a number of examples. Weather tracking systems and military early warning systems are large-scale 
examples. In general, for applications o f this type, there are many geographically separated points at which 
data enter the syStem and often many geogmphicaUy separated points at which outputs are required. Whether 
the inputs are processed and stored at one point or processed and stored at many points, there is a need for a 
network to collect the inputs and disseminate the outpUts. In any data base with multiple users there is a 
problem maintaining consistency (e.g., two users of an airline reservation system might sell the same seat on 
some flight). In geographically distributed systems these problems are panicularly acute because of the 
networking delays. 

26- Networking is need ed ---. 
I) when the data processing lnd storage is needed at one point or many points 
2) for collection of inputs only 
3) fo r dist ribution of outputs only 
4) when the inputs are processed and stored at one point only 

27- Many applicatio ns are cen tered on remote accessing of da. ta bases --. 
1) and remote accessing of central storage facili ties, but not so much on uploading of data bases remotely 
2) but not on remote accessing of central storage facilities 
3) but not so much on its updating 
4) and its remote updating 

28- Remote updating or data bases a re needed ------. 
\ ) mainly in small-scale cases 
2) both in small-scale and in large-scale cases 
3) mostly in large-scale cases 
4) neither in small-scale nor in large-scale cases 

29- For data bases which are accessed by many users remotely, maintain ing consistency -------. 
I) is not a problem when networking delays are not present 
2) is a problem and is sever when networking delays are present 
3) is not a major issue for geographically distributed systems 
4) is a minute problem when the systems are diSITibuted diversely because ofthc networking delays 

30- When a data base is changed rrequently, a reasonable approach is to --"---. 
I) have multiple sites for the data base 
2) store the data base at every remote site for its access 
3) communicate between the remOle sites and a central data base 
4) have 3ltemative communication links to the remole sites 














































